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1 . 

‘This invention relates to golf-club carriers; 
and the invention has reference, more particu 
larly, to a novel form and construction of golf 
club carrier which is especially adapted for self 
carriage by a golf playeig'whereby the neces 
sity for employing the services of a caddy is 
avoided... 
The invention has for an object to provide a 

simple, strong and light weight golf-club car 
rier which is so designed and constructed as to 
be adapted to be selectively carried in several 
convenient ways, in any of which the point of. 
suspension thereof is so located with reference 
to. the center of gravity of the carrier and its 
golf-club content that the same is balanced to 
carry with maximum ease and comfort, and with 
minimum consciousness of weight or burden. 

, The invention has for another object to pro 
vide a novel golf-club carrier which can be sus 
pended from either an apparel belt or shoulder 
strap or sling worn by the user, so as to hang 
close to the usefs body at the hip in such man 
ner-as to leave both hands of the user'free, and 
soy asv to permit unhampered bodily movements 
of the user, and yet, when thus suspended, the 
weight of the carrier and its club content will 
be "so balanced relative to its center of gravity 
as to’cause neither cha?ng movement of the 
shoulder strap or sling upon the user’s shoul 
ders, or cha?ng movement of the apparel belt 
against the user’s body. , 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a golf-club carrier which possesses a generous 
club holding capacity, and which is so designed 
that selection, removal and replacement of clubs 
is easily and quickly accomplished; the carrier 
being also provided, at its bottom end, with a 
plurality of ground piercing spikes, whereby, 
during moments of play, it may be disposed in 
?rmly ?xed upstanding position upon the ground 
conveniently adjacent to the place of play. _ 
Other objects of this invention, not at this 

time more particularly enumerated, will be un-, 
derstood from the following detailed description 
of the same. . 

vIllustrative embodiments of the invention and 
modes of use thereof are shown in the accom 
panying drawings, in which: _ 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a golf-club car 
rier.made according to this invention; Fig. 2 
is'a detail perspective view of the top end and 
handle portion of the carrier in part section 
and enlarged; Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional 
view enlarged, taken on line_3—3 in Fig. 1; Fig. 
4' ‘is a .horizontalsectional view of the bottom 
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end of the carrier enlarged, taken on line 4-4 
in Fig. 1; Fig. 5 is a fragmentary View similar 
to that of Fig. 4, but showing the cushioning 
element of the bottom cup of the carrier, in part 
section; Fig. 6 is a fragmentary vertical sec 
tional view of a somewhat modi?ed bottom cup; 
and Fig. 7 is a view similar to that of Fig. 3, 
but showing a modified construction. I 

Fig. 8 is a'pictorial view showing the carrier 
as hand carried in one manner; and Fig. 9 is a 
similar pictorial view showing the carrier as hand 
carried in another manner. , 

Fig. 10 is a pictorial view showing the carrier 
as disposed in upstanding position on the ground 
adjacent to a position of play taken by the user. 
" Fig. ll is a face elevational viewof the carrier, 
in part section, showing .a modi?ed mounting of 
the bottom cup thereof; and Fig. '12 is a side 
elevational view of the same. 

Fig. 13 is an enlarged fragmentary view, in 
part section, ShOWiIlg a modi?ed form of ground 
piercing spike structure with which the carrier 
maybe provided. 
Fig. '14 is a pictorial view showing the carrier 

as suspended for carriage by the user from an 
apparel‘ belt worn by the latter; Fig. 15 is an 
enlarged face view of a carrier suspension hook 
for application to an apparel belt worn by the 
user; 'Fig. 16 is a horizontal sectional view 
through said suspension hook as applied in one 
manner to the user’s apparel belt; Fig. 17 is a 
vertical sectional view, taken on line ll-ll in’ 
Fig’. 16; Fig. 18 is a horizontal sectional view 
through the suspension hook as applied in an 
other manner to the user’s apparel belt; and Fig. 
19 is a vertical sectional view,v taken on line 
19-49 in Fig. 18. 
., Figs... 20 andv 21 are pictorial views showing 
the vcarrier as suspended for carriage by the user 
from a shoulder strap or sling worn by the lat 
ter;- Figs. 22 and 23 are respectively front and 
side elevational views showing one manner of at 
taching a carrier suspension hook to a shoulder 
strap or sling; Fig. 24 isa front elevational view 
showing another manner of attaching a carrier 
suspension hook to. a shoulder strap or sling; 
and.Fig.I25 is a vertical sectional view, taken 
on line 25—'25 in Fig. 24. 

Similar characters of reference are employed 
in' the above described views, to indicate cor 
responding parts. ' ' 

p, Referring to the drawings, the novel golf-clubv 
carrieracc'ording to this invention comprises an 
inverted. U-shaped frame formed by‘ a pair of 
laterally and parallelly spaced perpendicular side 
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members or legs 30 which are joined at their 
upper ends by an upwardly bowed arcuate top 
section 3|. Said frame is preferably produced 
from a single length of light weight tubular me 

_tallic stock, such e. g. as aluminum tubing, but 
it may optionally be produced from solid metal 
lic rod stock, or from tubular or solid stock of 
materials other than metal. A?ixed to the upper 
end of the frame between the side members or 
legs 36 and adjacently beneath the top section 
3i thereof is a top ring 32. This top ring is also 
preferably made from tubular metallic stock, 
such as aluminum tubing, and is preferably 
joined with the respective side members or legs 
39 by mating indented interlock notches 33 and 
34 with which said side members or legs 30 and 
top ring 32 are respectively provided, whereby 
the internal and external diameters of said top 
ring coincide respectively with the inner and 
outer surfaces of said side members. In Figs. 2 
and‘ 3 such assembly of frame and‘ topv ring is 
shown as made from tubular stock, and in Fig. 
7 said assembly is shown as made of solid stock. 
If desired, the frame and top ring may be addi 
tionally secured in assembled relation'iby means " ~ 
of rivets 34*, or equivalent fastening means, as 
also shown in Fig. '17. ‘ 
A?ixed to the’ lower end of the frame, between 

the extremities of the side members or legs 30, 
is an upwardly open bottom cup 35 of substan 
tial depth. ‘Said bottom cup 35 is also preferably 
made of metallic material, such as aluminum, 
and in one arrangement thereof is immovably 
affixed to the frame side members or legs 30 by 
rivets or like'fastening means 36. If desired, 
the sides of said bottom cup may be interlocked 
with the frame side members or legs 30 by mat 
ing indentations 31 and 138 with which the former 
and the latter may be respectively provided (see 
Figs. 4 and 5). Seated on and suitably adhered 
to the bottom interior of the cup 35 is a cushion 
ing- pad ‘39’ which is made of resilient material, 
such e. g. as either solid or sponge rubber. 
The side members or legs '30 of the frame each 

terminate in ground piercing pointed spikes 40 
which project downwardly beyond the bottom 
plane of the bottom cup 35. These spikes 40 
are preferably made of hard and tough metal, 
such as steel, and may possess either smooth 
sides or ?uted sides, the latter being shown more 
particularly in Fig. 6; Said spikes 40 may be 
rigidly coupled with the side members or legs 
30; as ‘by shanks All (see Fig. 6') or they may 
be coupled to said side members or legs by ball 
and socket joints 42 as shown ‘in'Fig. vl3, where 
by, in the "latter case, the spikes are capable of 
limited de?ection relative to the axes of‘the side 
members or legs‘, so that the spikes may yield 
laterally to. some extent, should a sub-surface 
stone be encountered thereby when the same are 
thrust into the ground. If desired, the spikes 
40 may be detachably connected with the side 
members or legs 30. ' ‘ 

As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the bottom cup 
35 may be so mounted between and a?lgred to 
the extremities of the frame side members or 
legs 30 as to be capable of lateral tilting move-v 
merits relative to the perpendicular plane of the 
frame. In such case, the external diameter of 
the bottom cup 35 corresponds to the width of 
the space intermediate the side members or legs 
at, and side walls of said bottom cup are pivot 
ally connected to said side members or legs by 
pivoting rivets 43 or the like. When the frame, 
with the bottom cup so mounted thereon, is 
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4 
erected on an inclined ground surface by enter 
ing the spikes of the frame in the ground, the 
bottom cup will automatically tilt so as to con 
form its bottom surface to the inclination of the 
ground, thus ?rmly and securely supporting the 
carrier in upstanding position relative to the in 
clined ground surface. 
The carrier, characterized by the general struc 

ture above described, is of somewhat less length, 
from the bottom‘ of the bottom cup to the top 
end of the carrier, than the length of golf-clubs 
desired to be carried therein. To deposit the 
golf-clubs to be carried in the carrier, the club 
shafts, .with the club heads upward, are passed 
downwardly through the interior of the top ring 
32 until the hand grip ends of the club shafts 
enter .thehottom' cup 35, so as to be non-in 
juriously supported on the cushioning pad 39 
within vthe latter. As thus supported, the golf 
clubs will be encircled and retained in place by 
the embrace of'said ‘top'ringl32. It will be ob 
vious that, as 'so‘ disposed, the golf-clubs are not 
only suitably supported for'carria'ge, but are also 
conveniently exposed for selection‘, removal and 
replacement by the player. ' " " " ' The novel carrier is especially designed for 

self-carriage by a golf player so that necessity 
for employment of, a caddy by the latterv may 
be avoided. Owing to the'form and'charact'ér' 
of the structure, the carrier and its contentof 
golf~c1ubs can be easily and comfortably carried 
along by the player as the latter movesfrom 
point to point over a'golf course. Preparatoryto 
moments of play, the player erects the carrier on 
the ground adjacent to the point of play (see 
Fig. 170). This is done by standing the carrier 
on the ground, and then, by application of down 
thrusting'foot pressure applied to the top edge 
of the bottom cup 35, causing the spikes lo'to 
penetrate the ground, whereby to anchor the 
carrier in upstanding fixed position. Since each 
side member or leg 30 possesses a ground pierc-v 
ing spike 40, it will be obvious that the" thus 
spaced apart. spikes will provide ‘a double an? 

'* chorage so that the carrier will be firmly sup 
ported and maintained in erect standing P951: 
tion and securely held against over-turning or 
falling andspilling of the golf-clubs therefrom. 
When moving from point to point over ‘a golf 

~ course, the player can conveniently carry along 
in the carrier a desired assortment?of e'Qlf-c'lubs. 
The length of the carrier'is less than that of the 
clubs, but is so proportioned to the average length 
of the latter that. the top end of the carrier, in. 

‘ cluding the top‘ ring 32’,‘will be located in such 
relation to the center of gravity ‘of, the carrier and 
its content of clubs as will cause thesalme to 
assume a well balanced and inclined easy carry 
ing position when suspended from a point of in; 
tersection of said top ring 3; w'ith'a side member 
or leg 30. For eXample, the carrier may be 
grasped by the users hand at a point Minter: 
section of the 1:99 ring 32 with a side member 0.! 
leg 38 so as to be suspended in such inovlinedb'a'l 
ance from the hand (see Fig. 8‘) ;_or the user may 
pass an arm between‘the side members or legs 39 
and beneath the top ring 32, so‘t'hat the car er 
will be suspended from the arm in equally nicely 
balanced condition (see Fig, '79)‘. By‘ reason of 
such balanced suspension, the sense otfburde'n 
and weight is considerably diminished‘ to the 
comfort of the user. . ‘ , ' u ‘ ' ' v 

The carrier ‘of this _ invention is especially 
adapted forv convenient and comfortable'oarria'ge, 
by the user as optionally Suspended ri'dm an all‘ 
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parel belt, or from a shoulder strap or sling, worn 
by the user. 
For suspension from an apparel belt which en 

circles the waist of the user, a novel suspension 
hook (see Figs. 14 to 19 inclusive) is provided for 
cooperation with the carrier. In a preferred form 
thereof, said suspension hook comprises a wire 
formation, the wire being bent upon itself to pro 
vide oppositely extending wing loops 44 and 45 
disposed to extend in the plane of the body of a 
belt 46 to which it is to be applied. Upper inner 
end portions of said wing loops terminate in a 
pair of cross bars ii‘! which extend downwardly, 
and adjacent one to the other, intermediate the 
wing loops, and which terminate in upturned 
hook elements 48. In applying such suspension 
hook to the user’s belt 48, the body of the belt is 
threaded through the wing loops and over the 
cross bars 47, either behind the former and in 
front of the latter (see Figs. 16 and 17), or in 
front of the forniier and behind the latter (see 
Figs. 18 and 19) ,‘thus operatively mounting the 
suspension hook on said belt. The suspension 
hook is slidably adjusted along said belt to dis 
pose the hook 43 over and preferably somewhat 
rearwardly of the line of the hip of the wearer. 
It will be obvious that, when it is desired to trans 
port the carrier and its content of golf-clubs, a 
side member or leg 38 of the carrier can be 
hooked into the hook element as so as to engage 
the latter beneath the top ring When the 
carrier is so attached to the user’s belt, it will 
swing from the hook in nicely balanced inclined 
suspension at the side and somewhat behind the 
user’s body. As thus suspended, the carrier and 
its content of golf-clubs may be easily and com 
fortably transported without interfering with free 
bodily movements of the user, either in walk 
ing about or in bending over, while at the same 
time leaving both hands of the user free for other 
uses (see Fig. 14). 

Optionally, the carrier and its content of golf 
clubs may be suspended for carriage on the body 
of the user by means of a shoulder strap or sling } 
49 adapted to be engaged or slung over a shoul 
der of the user’s body so as to cross the chest and 
back of the user, with its terminal portion dis 
posed adjacent to a hip of said user. The ends 
of said shoulder strap or sling 49 are engaged in 
meeting relation, and a?ixed thereto is a sus 
pension hook 50, either by riveting a base 5| of a 
hook and the strap or sling ends together (see 
Figs. 22 and 23), or by linking an eye 52 of a 
hook to the strap or sling ends by a clip 53 which 
embraces and is suitably secured to the latter 
(see Figs. 24 and 25), or by otherwise suitably at 
taching the hook 50 to the strap or sling. From 
an inspection of Figs. 20 and 21, it will be ap 
parent that, when it is desired to transport the 
carrier and its content of golf-clubs, a side mem 
ber or leg 39 can be hooked into the hook 50 so 
as to engage the latter beneath the top ring 32. 
In this manner the carrier will be suspended in 
nicely balanced inclined position at the side and 
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somewhat behind the user’s body, in which posi- 
tion it offers no undue interference with free 
bodily movements of the user, and also leaves 
both of the user’s hands free for other uses. Ow 
ing to the balanced suspension of the carrier, and 
its free swinging support by the hook 50, no tend 
ency of the same to cause sliding or slipping 
movements of the shoulder strap or sling 49 upon 
the user’s shoulder occurs, even when theuser 
stoops or bends over, and consequently cha?ng 
of the shoulder is avoided, and consequently the 
comfort and ease of the user is further assured. 
Having now described my invention, 1 claim: 
1. A golf-club carrier comprising an inverted 

U-shaped frame member formed from a single 
length of metallic stock doubled upon itself to 
provide laterally spaced parallel side legs, g, trans~ 
verse horizontal top ring affixed to and between 
said side legs adjacently below the closed upper 
end of said frame member, and an upwardly open 
bottom cup af?xed to and between the lower end 
portions of said side legs, the distance between 
said bottom cup and top ring being somewhat 
less than the lengths of golf-clubs to be supported 
by the carrier. 

2. A golf-club carrier comprising an inverted 
U-shaped frame member formed from a single 
length of metallic stock doubled upon itself to 
provide laterally spaced parallel side legs, a 
transverse horizontal top ring af?xed to and be 
tween said side legs adjacently below the closed 
upper end of said frame member, and an up 
wardly open bottom cup affixed to and between 
the lower end portions of said side legs in up 
wardly spaced relation to the extremities of the 
latter, the distance between said ‘bottom cup and 
said top ring being somewhat less than the 
lengths of golf-clubs to be supported by the car 
rier, and said side legs each terminating in 
ground piercing spikes projecting below the bot 
tom cup. 

GEORGE MALCOLM WICK. 
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